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Wale, with his wit and influence of old school rhymes, reminds of his contemporaries Kid Cudi. nine."The Boy Of Echo Street"
(aka "The Blind Willie Johnson") It is impossible, of course, not to mention the singer Billie Holiday. It is he who is considered
the first performer of Wale's songs. He wrote this song shortly before he began to divorce his wife. According to the musician,
his character was a fan of Billy Julido. In addition, Weill wrote the equally famous songs "Holiday", "Back In Black", "Midnight
Pink". He worked closely with the rock legend Billy Hooker and many other musicians. "The Boy of Echo street" became one
of the biggest hits of all time, with both John Lennon and George Harrison performing Weill's songs. Wale also owns one of the
most memorable melodies of hard rock. This is The Green Angel. 10. "Sing Her Out" (Woody Whitman) Whistler's first
recordings of this song appeared in 1957. They were reminiscent of his most successful duet "Jumpin" (1949). Whistler also
wrote "Man in Black". But this work was one of the first when the duo heard George Harrison (George Harrison). It was this
song that gave music the real reason for the creation of the Beatles. However, according to many, "SING Her Out" is one of the
most beautiful songs in all of rock history. In 1955, Weistler was awarded the title of knight. His daughter currently resides in
New Zealand and sings her father's songs. Author: Daria Platonova.
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